Game Rules Goldruncasino
Amsterdam Red Light District
Free Games
When 3 ‘NEON LADY’ symbols appear on the screen, you win 10 Free Games. During the Free Game, each wild ‘Bulldog’ on the
screen is held for the remaining Free Games! During the Free Games, 5 more Free Games can be won.
Wild
The ‘Bulldog’ symbol is wild.
Gamble
A winning combination can be gambled. Select red / black to double, or a suit to quadruple your winnings.
How to play
If the selected game is loaded, a money-slider will be shown. Drag the slider to the amount you want to play with and click on
‘PAY IN’. In the game, choose the number of lines and bet per line and simply press ‘START’. Click on ‘AUTOPLAY’ for automatic
play mode. Play maximum lines for the best chances!
Game specification
25-Lines. Minimum bet per game: 0,05. Maximum bet per game: 25,-.
Game category index: medium

Baccarat
The goal
The goal of Baccarat is to obtain a hand with a total value closest to 9.
How to play the game
If the selected game is loaded, a money-slider will be shown. Drag the slider to the amount you want to play with and click on
‘’PAY IN”. In the game, place a bet on the Player and/or the Banker and/or a Tie and press the deal button. Both the Player and
the Banker are dealt two cards. Ace counts as one, the cards 2 through 9 as their face value and King, Queen, Jack or 10 as 0. If
the total value of the hand is higher than 9, the first digit is ignored. For example: 9 + 7 = 16 is in Baccarat 6 and 5 + 5 = 10 is in
Baccarat 0. If either the Player and/or the Banker has a total value of the first two cards of 8 or 9, they both stand. This rule
overrides all other rules. Otherwise the Player and/or the Banker will automatically be dealt a third card according the third card
rules. If the total value of the Player is closer to 9 than the Banker, the Player wins. If the total value of the Banker is closer to 9
than the Player, the Banker wins. If the Player and the Banker have the same total value neither wins but a bet on Tie is paid out
8:1.
Game specification
Baccarat is offered in 2 versions:
- Standard bet version: minimum bet: 1,- ,maximum bet: 100,-.
- High bet version: minimum bet: 10,- ,maximum bet: 1000,-.

Bars And Sevens
Prizes
Win up to 10.000 !
Gamble
A winning combination can be gambled. Select red / black to double, or a suit to quadruple your winnings.
How to play
If the selected game is loaded, a money-slider will be shown. Drag the slider to the amount you want to play with and click on
‘PAY IN’. In the game, choose the number of lines and bet per line and simply press ‘START’. Click on ‘AUTOPLAY’ for automatic
play mode. Play maximum lines for the best chances!
Game specification
10-Lines. Minimum bet per game: 0,05. Maximum bet per game: 20,-.
Game category index: medium

Beauty Salon
Beauty Bonus
When 3 ‘Blond-Lady’ symbols appear on the screen, you win the BEAUTY BONUS! The BEAUTY BONUS gives you a win-prize ánd
up to 10 Free Games. An additional multiplier multiplies the prize ánd number of Free Games up to 5 times! Extra Free Games
can be won during the Free Games!
Free Games
When 3 ‘Afro-Lady’ symbols appear on the screen, you win 10 Free Games. During the Free Games, both ‘Beauty Salon’ and
‘Afro-Lady’ symbols are wild!
Wild
The ‘Beauty-Salon’ symbol is a wild symbol. During Free Games, the ‘Beauty-Salon’ symbol ánd the ‘Afro-Lady’ symbols are wild,
to maximize your winnings!
Gamble
A winning combination can be gambled. Select red / black to double, or a suit to quadruple your winnings.
How to play
If the selected game is loaded, a money-slider will be shown. Drag the slider to the amount you want to play with and click on
‘PAY IN’. In the game, choose the number of lines and bet per line and simply press ‘START’. Click on ‘AUTOPLAY’ for automatic
play mode. Play maximum lines for the best chances!
Game specification
25-Lines. Minimum bet per game: 0,05. Maximum bet per game: 25,-.
Game category index: medium
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Bella Italia
Volcano Bonus
When 3 ‘Volcano’ symbols appear on the screen, you win the VOLCANO BONUS!
The VOLCANO BONUS will erupt in a win-prize, a number of Free Games and an additional multiplier which multiplies the prize
and number of Free Games up to 5 times! Extra Free Games can be won during the Free Games!
Free Games Bonus
When 3 ‘Sicilia’ symbols appear on the screen, you win 10 Free Games. Extra Free Games can be won during the Free Games!
Wild
The ‘Venetian Lion’ symbol is a wild symbol. During the Free Games, both the ‘Venetian Lion’ and the ‘Sicilia’ symbols are wild,
to maximize your winnings!
How to play
If the selected game is loaded, a money-slider will be shown. Drag the slider to the amount you want to play with and click on
‘PAY IN’. In the game, choose the number of lines and bet per line and simply press ‘START’. Click on ‘AUTOPLAY’ for automatic
play mode. Play maximum lines for the best chances!
Game specification
25-Lines. Minimum bet per game: 0,05. Maximum bet per game: 25,-.
Game category index: medium

Big Money Cruise
Full Screen Feature
Each reel contains a number of adjacent positions that, during the reel spin, are randomly replaced with any of the symbols
(except the Wheel Bonus Scatter) for a chance on a full screen of the same symbols. Maximize your win chances!
Wild
The ‘BMC’ symbol is wild.
Big Wheel Feature
3 ‘Wheel’ symbols on the screen trigger the Big Wheel Bonus. The winning multiplier (up to 100 x) multiplies your total bet.
Gamble
A winning combination can be gambled. Select red / black to double, or a suit to quadruple your winnings.
How to play
If the selected game is loaded, a money-slider will be shown. Drag the slider to the amount you want to play with and click on
‘PAY IN’. In the game, choose the number of lines and bet per line and simply press ‘START’. Click on ‘AUTOPLAY’ for
automatic play mode. Play maximum lines for the best chances!
Game specification
25-Lines. Minimum bet per game: 0,05. Maximum bet per game: 25,-.
Game category index: low

Bingo+2Ball
The Game
The game is based upon eighty balls, numbered from 1-80 and a selection panel with eighty numbers called spots. Select 2 to
10 spots and start. A hit is formed if a selected number matches with a dropped ball number. Hits may result in a win,
according the paytable shown in the game helppages. If a prize has been won that is displayed in white on the paytable, the
extra ball feature is offered, allowing to buy 2 extra balls to maximize your win.
Progressive Jackpot
Bingo+2Ball features 2 different Progressive Jackpots, one for each of the 2 possible denom options. The active Progressive
Jackpot is won with 10 hits, playing at bet 5. The Progressive Jackpots start at a value of respectively 50 000,- (for denom 0,50)
and 100 000,- (for denom 1,-)
How to play
If the selected game is loaded, a money-slider will be shown. Drag the slider to the amount you want to play with and click on
‘’PAY IN”. In the game, choose the denomination (denom) and bet. Select between 2 and 10 spots and press “START”. Click on
“AUTOPLAY” for automatic play mode with either ‘always buy extra ball’ or ‘no extra ball’ mode.

China Town
Free Games
When 3 ‘Fireworks’ symbols appear on the screen, you win 10 Free Games. On every Free Games spin, an extra wild is added
to reels 2, 3, 4 and 5 for the remaining Free Games to maximize your chances! During the Free Games, 5 more Free Games can
be won.
Wild
The ‘Chinatown Gate’ symbol is wild.
Gamble
A winning combination can be gambled. Select red / black to double, or a suit to quadruple your winnings.
How to play
If the selected game is loaded, a money-slider will be shown. Drag the slider to the amount you want to play with and click on
‘PAY IN’. In the game, choose the number of lines and bet per line and simply press ‘START’. Click on ‘AUTOPLAY’ for automatic
play mode. Play maximum lines for the best chances!
Game specification
50-Lines. Minimum bet per game: 0,05. Maximum bet per game: 25,-.
Game category index: medium
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Club Havana
Free Games
When 3 ‘Club Havana’ symbols appear on the screen, you win 10 Free Games. During the Free Game, each wild ‘Lady’ on the
screen is held for the remaining Free Games! During the Free Games, 5 more Free Games can be won.
Wild
The ‘Lady’ symbol is wild.
Gamble
A winning combination can be gambled. Select red / black to double, or a suit to quadruple your winnings.
How to play
If the selected game is loaded, a money-slider will be shown. Drag the slider to the amount you want to play with and click on
‘PAY IN’. In the game, choose the number of lines and bet per line and simply press ‘START’. Click on ‘AUTOPLAY’ for automatic
play mode. Play maximum lines for the best chances!
Game specification
50-Lines. Minimum bet per game: 0,05. Maximum bet per game: 25,-.
Game category index: medium

Dice Shooter
Dice Shooter Bonus
3 ‘Shooter’ Dices on the screen trigger the Dice Shooter Bonus. Click on the shoot button to win one of these Dice Shooter
Bonus options:
- 25 Winning Streaks: Each spin is a guaranteed win !
- 20 Winning Streaks: Each spin is a guaranteed win !
- 15 Winning Streaks: Each spin is a guaranteed win !
- 10 Winning Streaks: Each spin is a guaranteed win !
- 5 Winning Streaks: Each spin is a guaranteed win !
Wild symbol
The ‘Black China’ Dice is wild.
How to play
If the selected game is loaded, a money-slider will be shown. Drag the slider to the amount you want to play with and click on
‘PAY IN’. In the game, choose a bet per line and simply press ‘START’. Click on ‘AUTOPLAY’ for automatic play mode. Play
maximum lines for the best chances!
Game specification
25-Lines. Minimum bet per game: 0,25. Maximum bet per game: 10,-.
Game category index: medium

Easy Rider
Free Games
When a combination of 3 or more ‘HPG Power Gaming’ symbols and/or ‘Lady’ symbols appear on adjacent reels beginning
at the leftmost reel, you win 7 Free Games. During each Free Game, any expanding wild ‘Lady’ is held for the remaining Free
Games!
Wild
The ‘Lady’ symbol is wild for ALL symbols, including the scatter! During the free games, the 'Lady' symbol is an expanding wild!
Gamble
A winning combination can be gambled. Select red / black to double, or a suit to quadruple your winnings.
How to play
If the selected game is loaded, a money-slider will be shown. Drag the slider to the amount of money you want to play with and
click on ‘PAY IN’. In the game, choose the number of lines and bet per line and simply press ‘START’. Click on ‘AUTOPLAY’ for
automatic play mode. Play maximum lines for the best chances!
Game specification
25-Lines. Minimum bet per game: 0,05. Maximum bet per game: 25,-.
Game category index: medium

Egyptian Dancer
Cleopatra Bonus
When 3, 4 or 5 ‘Pyramid’ symbols appear on the screen, you win the Cleopatra Bonus. The Cleopatra Bonus offers you a choice
to select one out of five Free Games options. The five options feature different number of Free Games and win multipliers.
Wild
The ‘Cleopatra’ symbol is an expanding wild.
Gamble
A winning combination can be gambled. Select red / black to double, or a suit to quadruple your winnings.
How to play
If the selected game is loaded, a money-slider will be shown. Drag the slider to the amount you want to play with and click on
‘PAY IN’. In the game, choose the number of lines and bet per line and simply press ‘START’. Click on ‘AUTOPLAY’ for automatic
play mode. Play maximum lines for the best chances!
Game specification
25-Lines. Minimum bet per game: 0,05. Maximum bet per game: 25,-.
Game category index: medium
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European Blackjack
The goal
The goal of the game is to get as close as possible to 21 points, by taking additional cards if needed and without going over 21.
How to play the game
If the selected game is loaded, a money-slider will be shown. Drag the slider to the amount you want to play with and click on
‘’PAY IN”. At the beginning of the game, each active hand is dealt two cards. The dealer receives only one card. Cards have the
value of the number that is displayed on them. Face cards (Jack, Queen and King) are valued 10 points and the Ace card can be
either 1 or 11 points. Try to beat the dealer with a set of higher cards. When your point total is closer to 21 than the dealer’s
hand, you win. The payout is 1:1. If you have the same number of points as the dealer has, it is a draw (called “Push”) and your
bet is returned to you. If your hand is over 21 (called “Bust”), or if the dealer’s point total is higher than yours, the dealer wins. If
the first two cards show 21 points (Ace + 10 valued card), the hand is called Blackjack. If your hand and the dealer’s hand are
both Blackjack, it is a draw. Your winning Blackjack hand is paid 3:2. Blackjack beats 21.
Strategy
The following features are available, depending on the actual situation in the game, to enhance your game strategy:
- Insurance: If the dealer’s first card is an Ace, you can insure your bet against the dealer having Blackjack.
- Double-down: If your hand’s first 2 cards show a value of 9, 10 or 11, you can double your bet and just one more card is dealt
to that hand.
- Split: If the first 2 cards of your hand are of the same value, you can split your hand into two separate hands and draw
additional cards per hand trying to reach 21. If you split 2 Aces, only one card per hand is drawn.
- Even Money: If your hand is Blackjack and the dealer’s first card is an Ace, the option ‘even money’ is offered. If accepted, the
bet is doubled to you and the hand is finished.
Game specification
European Blackjack is offered in 3 versions:
- Low bet version: minimum bet per hand: 0,10 ,maximum bet per hand: 5,-.
- Standard bet version: minimum bet per hand: 1,- ,maximum bet per hand: 25,-.
- High bet version: minimum bet per hand: 25,- ,maximum bet per hand: 500,-.

European Roulette
The goal
In European Roulette, you can make bets to where the ball will land on the spinning Roulette wheel after it being released.
How to play the game
If the selected game is loaded, a money-slider will be shown. Drag the slider to the amount you want to play with and click on
‘’PAY IN”. In the game, place a bet, or multiple bets, on a number or betting area on the Roulette table and press the spin
button. The number the ball lands on in the Roulette wheel is the winning number. When your bet includes this number you
win.
Strategy
There are a number of different ways to place a bet: betting on a single number, multiple numbers, odd/even or red/black:
- Straight up bet: Place your bet on each number individually (including zero).
- Split bet: Place your bet on the line between two numbers (e.g. 11&12).
- Street bet: Place your chips on the lower edge of the board at the end of the corresponding street.
- Corner bet: Place your chips at the cross where four numbers meet. The bet is thus on four numbers.
- Four bet: Place your chips at the lower edge of the board, at the end of the line between zero and the first row. The bet is on
numbers 0, 1, 2 and 3.
- Line bet: Bet on six numbers. Place your chip at the T-section where two street meet.
- Column bet: Bet on 12 numbers. Place your chips on any of the three horizontal lines, indicated 2 to 1.
- Dozen bet: Bet on 12 numbers. Place your chips on one of the three boxes marked “1st 12”, “2nd 12” or “3rd 12”.
- Red/Black: Bet on an outcome of either red or black. Zero is a losing number.
- Even/Odd: Bet on an outcome of an even or odd number. Zero is a losing number.
- Low/High: Bet on a result that is either a number between 1-18 or 19-36. Zero is a losing number.
On the ‘racetrack’, that duplicates the Roulette wheel, are a number of fixed bet options. The payout and details on the
racetrack bets can be found in the helppage of the game.
Game specification
European Roulette is offered in 3 versions:
- Low bet version: minimum bet: 0,10. Table maximum is 50,-.
- Standard bet version: minimum bet: 1,-. Table maximum is 500,-.
- High bet version: minimum bet: 5,-. Table maximum is: 2 500,-.

Fruitman
Game play
All winnings are paid from left to right AND from right to left.
Re-spins
When a ‘Fruitman’ is on the screen (only present on reel 2, 3 and 4), it expands to fit the entire reel (entire reel becomes wild),
triggers a re-spin and is held during the remaining re-spins. The maximum of re-spins is three times.
How to play
If the selected game is loaded, a money-slider will be shown. Drag the slider to the amount you want to play with and click on
‘PAY IN’. In the game, choose a bet per line and simply press ‘START’. Click on ‘AUTOPLAY’ for automatic play mode.
Game specification
10-Lines. Minimum bet per game: 0,10. Maximum bet per game: 20,-.
Game category index: low
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Gangster Classics
Free Games
When 3, 4 or 5 ‘Wanted Poster’ symbols appear on the screen, you win respectively 7, 12 or 20 Free Games. During the Free
Games, an alternative set of symbols is used. Extra Free Games can be won during the Free Games!
Expanding Wild
In the base game, the ‘Policeman’ (only present on reel 3) is an expanding wild symbol. It expands to fit the entire reel and acts
as any other symbol (except the ‘Wanted Poster’ and the ‘Special Gangster’ symbol) to maximize your winnings!
Machinegun Bonus
When a ‘Machinegun’ symbol appears on the center position of reel 5 (rightmost reel), you win the Machinegun Bonus! The
Machinegun Bonus will award a prize that can be up to 250 times your total bet!
Gangster Bonus
If the 3 ‘Special Gangster‘ symbols appear on the screen, in a fixed order, you win the Gangster Bonus! Prizes can go up to 25
times your total bet!
Gamble
A winning combination can be gambled. Select red / black to double, or a suit to quadruple your winnings.
How to play
If the selected game is loaded, a money-slider will be shown. Drag the slider to the amount you want to play with and click on
‘PAY IN’. In the game, choose the number of lines and bet per line and simply press ‘START’. Click on ‘AUTOPLAY’ for automatic
play mode. Play maximum lines for the best chances!
Game specification
25-Lines. Minimum bet per game: 0,05. Maximum bet per game: 25,-.
Game category index: medium

Goldrun
Mystery Prize
3, 4 or 5 ‘HPG-Logo’s’ on the screen trigger a Mystery Prize that pays up to 1000 x the total bet!
Progressive Jackpot
Goldrun features 4 different Progressive Jackpots, one for each of the 4 possible bet/line options. Two percent of the bet is
added to the active Progressive Jackpot. The active Progressive Jackpot is won with 5 ‘Goldrun’ symbols on an active payline.
The Progressive Jackpots start at a value of respectively 2 500,- (for bet/line 0,10), 5 000,- (for bet/line 0,20), 12 500,- (for
bet/line 0,50) and 25 000,- (for bet/line 1,-).
Gamble
A winning combination can be gambled. Select red / black to double, or a suit to quadruple your winnings.
How to play
If the selected game is loaded, a money-slider will be shown. Drag the slider to the amount you want to play with and click on
‘PAY IN’. In the game, choose the number of lines and bet per line and simply press ‘START’. Click on ‘AUTOPLAY’ for automatic
play mode. Play maximum lines for the best chances!
Game specification
10-Lines. Minimum bet per game: 0,10. Maximum bet per game: 10,-.
Game category index: medium

Happy Dice
Winning Streak Spins
When 3, 4 or 5 ‘Bonus’ Dices appear on the screen, you win a mystery number of Winning Streak Spins. During each Winning
Streak Spin, the reels are rotating to a guaranteed winning combination! Win up to 30 Winning Streak Spins!
Wild
The ‘Golden’ Dice is wild.
How to play
If the selected game is loaded, a money-slider will be shown. Drag the slider to the amount you want to play with and click on
‘PAY IN’. In the game, choose a bet per line and simply press ‘START’. Click on ‘AUTOPLAY’ for automatic play mode.
Game specification
10-Lines. Minimum bet per game: 0,10. Maximum bet per game: 10,-.
Game category index: medium

Ice Fever
Free Games
When 3, 4 or 5 'Igloo' symbols appear on the screen, you win respectively 40, 50 or 60 Free Games. During the Free Games an
alternative set of reels is used to maximize your winnings. Extra Free Games can be won during the Free Games!
Wild
The ‘Eskimo Lady’ symbol is wild.
Gamble
A winning combination can be gambled. Select red / black to double, or a suit to quadruple your winnings.
How to play
If the selected game is loaded, a money-slider will be shown. Drag the slider to the amount you want to play with and click on
‘PAY IN’. In the game, choose the number of lines and bet per line and simply press ‘START’. Click on ‘AUTOPLAY’ for automatic
play mode. Play maximum lines for the best chances!
Game specification
25-Lines. Minimum bet per game: 0,05. Maximum bet per game: 25,-.
Game category index: high
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Jackpot Runner
The game
This 3 reels game with 5 winlines is an all-time favourite. It’s high volatility in combination with a Progressive Jackpot assures a
real sensation!
Progressive Jackpot
Win the Progressive Jackpot with 3 ‘STAR’ symbols on an active payline, at the highest bet/line. The Progressive Jackpot starts
at a value of 15 000,-.
How to play
If the selected game is loaded, a money-slider will be shown. Drag the slider to the amount you want to play with and click on
‘’PAY IN”. In the game, choose a bet per line and simply press “START”. Click on “AUTOPLAY” for automatic play mode.
Game specification
5-Lines. Minimum bet per game: 0,25. Maximum bet per game: 10,-.
Game category index: high

Lady Fortuna
Free Games
3 ‘Pot of Gold’ symbols on the screen trigger 10 Free Games. More Free Games can be won during the Free Games.
Wild
The ‘Lady Fortuna’ symbol is wild. During the Free Games, ‘Lady Fortuna’ ánd the ‘Pot of Gold’ are both wild!
Gamble
A winning combination can be gambled. Select red / black to double, or a suit to quadruple your winnings.
How to play
If the selected game is loaded, a money-slider will be shown. Drag the slider to the amount you want to play with and click on
‘PAY IN’. In the game, choose the number of lines and bet per line and simply press ‘START’. Click on ‘AUTOPLAY’ for automatic
play mode. Play maximum lines for the best chances!
Game specification
25-Lines. Minimum bet per game: 0,05. Maximum bet per game: 25,-.
Game category index: low

Lucky Fruits
Winning Streak Spins
When 3, 4 or 5 ‘Star’ symbols appear on the screen, you win a mystery number of Winning Streak Spins. During each Winning
Streak Spin, the reels are rotating to a guaranteed winning combination! Win up to 30 Winning Streak Spins!
Wild
The ‘Seven’ symbol is wild.
Gamble
A winning combination can be gambled. Select red / black to double, or a suit to quadruple your winnings.
How to play
If the selected game is loaded, a money-slider will be shown. Drag the slider to the amount you want to play with and click on
‘PAY IN’. In the game, choose a bet per line and simply press ‘START’. Click on ‘AUTOPLAY’ for automatic play mode.
Game specification
10-Lines. Minimum bet per game: 0,10. Maximum bet per game: 20,-.
Game category index: medium

Mr Diamond
Free Games
If the word B O N U S is formed on the screen, you win 3 Free Games. The Free Games are played with a different set of
symbols. One or more ‘Mr Diamond’ symbols on the screen during each Free Game played adds one additional Free Game.
Wild
The ‘Mr Diamond’ symbol is wild. During the base game, a win combination with:
one ‘Mr Diamond’ substituting multiplies the prize x2,
two ‘Mr Diamonds’ substituting multiplies the prize x4,
three ‘Mr Diamonds’ substituting multiplies the prize x8.
During Free Games ‘Mr Diamond’ substituting doubles the prize.
Gamble
A winning combination can be gambled. Select red / black to double, or a suit to quadruple your winnings.
How to play
If the selected game is loaded, a money-slider will be shown. Drag the slider to the amount you want to play with and click on
‘PAY IN’. In the game, choose the number of lines and bet per line and simply press ‘START’. Click on ‘AUTOPLAY’ for automatic
play mode. Play maximum lines for the best chances!
Game specification
25-Lines. Minimum bet per game: 0,05. Maximum bet per game: 25,-.
Game category index: medium
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Octopus
Free Games
When 3, 4 or 5 ‘Treasure Chest’ symbols appear on the screen, you win respectively 5, 7 or 20 Free Games! During each Free
Game spin, 2 entire reels are wild! More Free Games can be won during the Free Games.
Wild
The ‘Octopus’ symbol is wild.
Gamble
A winning combination can be gambled. Select red / black to double, or a suit to quadruple your winnings.
How to play
If the selected game is loaded, a money-slider will be shown. Drag the slider to the amount you want to play with and click on
‘PAY IN’. In the game, choose the number of lines and bet per line and simply press ‘START’. Click on ‘AUTOPLAY’ for automatic
play mode. Play maximum lines for the best chances!
Game specification
25-Lines. Minimum bet per game: 0,05. Maximum bet per game: 25,-.
Game category index: medium

Punto Banco
The goal
The goal of Punto Banco is to obtain a hand with a total value closest to 9.
How to play the game
If the selected game is loaded, a money-slider will be shown. Drag the slider to the amount you want to play with and click on
‘’PAY IN”. In the game, place a bet, or multiple bets, on the Punto and/or Banco and/or Egalité and press the deal button. Both
Punto and Banco are dealt two cards. Ace counts as one, the cards 2 through 9 as their face value and King, Queen, Jack or 10 as
0. If the total value of the hand is higher than 9, the first digit is ignored. For example: 9 + 7 = 16 is in Punto Banco 6 and 5 + 5 =
10 is in Punto Banco 0. If either Punto and/or Banco has a total value of the first two cards of 8 or 9, they both stand. This rule
overrides all other rules. Otherwise Punto and/or Banco will automatically be dealt a third card according the third card rules.
If the total value of Punto is closer to 9 than Banco, Punto wins. If the total value of Banco is closer to 9 than Punto, Banco wins.
If Punto and Banco have the same total value neither wins but a bet on Egalité is paid out 8:1.
Game specification
Punto Banco is offered in 2 versions:
- Standard bet version: minimum bet: 1,- ,maximum bet: 100,-.
- High bet version: minimum bet: 10,- ,maximum bet: 1000,-.

Random Reels
The game
This 3 reels game with 5 winlines is an all-time favourite. It’s high volatility assures a real sensation!
How to play
If the selected game is loaded, a money-slider will be shown. Drag the slider to the amount you want to play with and click on
‘PAY IN’. In the game, choose a bet per line and simply press ‘START’. Click on ‘AUTOPLAY’ for automatic play mode.
Game specification
5-Lines. Minimum bet per game: 0,25. Maximum bet per game: 25,-.
Game category index: high

Real Ghost
Free Games
When 3, 4 or 5 ‘Grim Reaper’ symbols appear on the screen, you win 10 Free Games! At the start of the Free Games one
special symbol is randomly selected. This special symbol may expand to cover all 3 positions of the reel it is on and pays like
regular symbol but even on non-adjacent positions and on all lines played. During the Free Games, you can win even more
Free Games!
Wild
The ‘Grim Reaper’ symbol is also wild.
Gamble
A winning combination can be gambled. Select red / black to double, or a suit to quadruple your winnings.
How to play
If the selected game is loaded, a money-slider will be shown. Drag the slider to the amount you want to play with and click on
‘PAY IN’. In the game, choose the number of lines and bet per line and simply press ‘START’. Click on ‘AUTOPLAY’ for automatic
play mode. Play maximum lines for the best chances!
Game specification
10-Lines. Minimum bet per game: 0,05. Maximum bet per game: 10,-.
Game category index: high

Rio Carioca
Free Games
When 3, 4 or 5 ‘Cable Car’ symbols appear on the screen, you win respectively 10, 15 or 25 Free Games! During the Free
Games, all prizes are doubled. During the Free Games, you can win even more Free Games!
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Wild
The ‘Behind’ symbol is wild.
Progressive Jackpot
Win the Progressive Jackpot with 5 ‘Behind’ symbols on an active payline in the base game, at the highest bet/line. The
Progressive Jackpot starts at a value of 3 000,-. 5 ‘Behind’ symbols on an active payline at the highest bet/line while in the Free
Games reward a fixed prize of 6 000,-.
Gamble
A winning combination can be gambled. Select red / black to double, or a suit to quadruple your winnings.
How to play
If the selected game is loaded, a money-slider will be shown. Drag the slider to the amount you want to play with and click on
‘PAY IN’. In the game, choose the number of lines and bet per line and simply press ‘START’. Click on ‘AUTOPLAY’ for automatic
play mode. Play maximum lines for the best chances!
Game specification
25-Lines. Minimum bet per game: 0,05. Maximum bet per game: 25,-.
Game category index: low

Seven Dice
Prizes
Win up to 10.000!
Gamble
A winning combination can be gambled. Select red / black to double, or a suit to quadruple your winnings.
How to play
If the selected game is loaded, a money-slider will be shown. Drag the slider to the amount you want to play with and click on
‘PAY IN’. In the game, choose the number of lines and bet per line and simply press ‘START’. Click on ‘AUTOPLAY’ for automatic
play mode. Play maximum lines for the best chances!
Game specification
10-Lines. Minimum bet per game: 0,05. Maximum bet per game: 20,-.
Game category index: medium

Super Fruit
Prizes
Win up to 10.000!
Gamble
A winning combination can be gambled. Select red / black to double, or a suit to quadruple your winnings.
How to play
If the selected game is loaded, a money-slider will be shown. Drag the slider to the amount you want to play with and click on
‘PAY IN’. In the game, choose the number of lines and bet per line and simply press ‘START’. Click on ‘AUTOPLAY’ for automatic
play mode. Play maximum lines for the best chances!
Game specification
10-Lines. Minimum bet per game: 0,05. Maximum bet per game: 20,-.
Game category index: medium

Taxi Driver
Taximeter Bonus Feature
When 3, 4 or 5 ‘Taxi Meter’ symbols appear on an active winline and on adjacent reels, starting from the leftmost reel, you win
the Taximeter Bonus Feature! The Taximeter Bonus Feature shows 8 taximeters to choose from. The number of taximeter picks
is equal to the number of taximeters that triggered the Taximeter Bonus Feature. Each taximeter picked reveals a prize. All
picked taximeter prizes added together form the total Taximeter Bonus win.
Mystery Prize
3, 4 or 5 ‘Taxi Permit’s’ on the screen trigger a Mystery Prize that pays up to 100 x the total bet!
Gamble
A winning combination can be gambled. Select red / black to double, or a suit to quadruple your winnings.
How to play
If the selected game is loaded, a money-slider will be shown. Drag the slider to the amount you want to play with and click on
‘PAY IN’. In the game, choose the number of lines and bet per line and simply press ‘START’. Click on ‘AUTOPLAY’ for automatic
play mode. Play maximum lines for the best chances!
Game specification
10-Lines. Minimum bet per game: 0,05. Maximum bet per game: 20,-.
Game category index: low

Thai Paradise
Free Games
When 3, 4 or 5 'Tuk-Tuk' symbols appear on the screen, you win a prize (up to 10.000,-!) ánd 15 Free Games! During the Free
Games, all prizes are tripled. Additionally, all win combinations with a WILD substituting doubles the prize! During the Free
Games, you can win even more Free Games!

Game Rules Goldruncasino
Wild
The 'Lady' symbol is a wild symbol. Any win with the 'Lady' symbol substituting doubles the prize!
Progressive Jackpot
Win the Progressive Jackpot with 5 ‘Lady’ symbols on an active payline in the base game, at the highest bet/line. The
Progressive Jackpot starts at a value of 9 000,-. 5 ‘Lady’ symbols on an active payline at the highest bet/line while in the Free
Games reward a fixed prize of 27 000,-.
Gamble
A winning combination can be gambled. Select red / black to double, or a suit to quadruple your winnings.
How to play
If the selected game is loaded, a money-slider will be shown. Drag the slider to the amount you want to play with and click on
‘PAY IN’. In the game, choose the number of lines and bet per line and simply press ‘START’. Click on ‘AUTOPLAY’ for automatic
play mode. Play maximum lines for the best chances!
Game specification
25-Lines. Minimum bet per game: 0,05. Maximum bet per game: 25,-.
Game category index: medium

The Monkeys On Stage
Monkey Bonus
When 3 ‘Banana’ symbols appear on the screen, you win the Monkey Bonus! The Monkey Bonus shows a pick field made up of
15 bunches of banana’s. Picking a bunch of banana’s reveals either a prize, a multiplier or ‘collect’. A multiplier multiplies all
cumulative prizes you have gathered in the active Monkey Bonus so far. Picking ‘collect’ ends the Monkey Bonus. If all 15
bunches are collected without revealing ‘collect’, the total cumulative Monkey Bonus result will be doubled!
Wild symbol
The (white) ‘Conductor-Monkey' symbol is wild.
Gamble
A winning combination can be gambled. Select red / black to double, or a suit to quadruple your winnings.
How to play
If the selected game is loaded, a money-slider will be shown. Drag the slider to the amount you want to play with and click on
‘’PAY IN”. In the game, choose the number of lines and bet per line and simply press “START”. Click on “AUTOPLAY” for
automatic play mode. Play maximum lines for the best chances!
Game specification
25-Lines. Minimum bet per game: 0,05. Maximum bet per game: 25,-.
Game category index: low

The Odyssey
Highest symbol
The highest symbol 'Lady Penelope' is positioned clumped on each reel to give extra win-chances!
Free Games
When 3, 4 or 5 'Boat' symbols appear on the screen, you win respectively 10, 25 or 100 Free Games! During the Free Games the
‘Odyssey’ symbol is clumped. During the Free Games, you can win even more Free Games!
Wild
The ‘Odyssey’ symbol is wild.
Gamble
A winning combination can be gambled. Select red / black to double, or a suit to quadruple your winnings.
How to play
If the selected game is loaded, a money-slider will be shown. Drag the slider to the amount you want to play with and click on
‘PAY IN’. In the game, choose the number of lines and bet per line and simply press ‘START’. Click on ‘AUTOPLAY’ for automatic
play mode. Play maximum lines for the best chances!
Game specification
25-Lines. Minimum bet per game: 0,05. Maximum bet per game: 25,-.
Game category index: medium

The Return Of Dracula
Free Games
When 3, 4 or 5 ‘Mirror’ symbols appear on the screen, you win respectively 15, 50 or 100 Free Games! During the Free Games,
all prizes are tripled. Additionally, all win combinations with a WILD substituting doubles the prize! During the Free Games, you
can win even more Free Games!
Wild
The ‘Dracula’ symbol is a wild symbol. Any win in which ‘Dracula’ is wild, doubles the prize!
Progressive Jackpot
Win the Progressive Jackpot with 5 ‘Dracula’ symbols on an active payline in the base game, at the highest bet/line. The
Progressive Jackpot starts at a value of 12 500,-. 5 ‘Dracula’ symbols on an active payline at the highest bet/line while in the
Free Games reward a fixed prize of 37 500,-.

Game Rules Goldruncasino
Gamble
A winning combination can be gambled. Select red / black to double, or a suit to quadruple your winnings.
How to play
If the selected game is loaded, a money-slider will be shown. Drag the slider to the amount you want to play with and click on
‘PAY IN’. In the game, choose the number of lines and bet per line and simply press ‘START’. Click on ‘AUTOPLAY’ for automatic
play mode. Play maximum lines for the best chances!
Game specification
25-Lines. Minimum bet per game: 0,05. Maximum bet per game: 25,-.
Game category index: medium

Topshot
Topshot Bonus
3 ‘Topshot’ symbols on the screen trigger the Topshot Bonus. Click on the shoot button to win one of these Bonus options:
- 25 Winning Streaks: Each spin is a guaranteed win !
- 20 Winning Streaks: Each spin is a guaranteed win !
- 15 Winning Streaks: Each spin is a guaranteed win !
- 10 Winning Streaks: Each spin is a guaranteed win !
- 5 Winning Streaks: Each spin is a guaranteed win !
Wild symbol
The ‘HPG-Logo’ symbol is wild.
Gamble
A winning combination can be gambled. Select red / black to double, or a suit to quadruple your winnings.
How to play
If the selected game is loaded, a money-slider will be shown. Drag the slider to the amount you want to play with and click on
‘PAY IN’. In the game, choose a bet per line and simply press ‘START’. Click on ‘AUTOPLAY’ for automatic play mode. Play
maximum lines for the best chances!
Game specification
25-Lines. Minimum bet per game: 0,25. Maximum bet per game: 25,-.
Game category index: medium

Tulip House
Free Games
When 3, 4 or 5 ‘Cheese’ symbols appear on the screen, you win a mystery number of Free Games. During the Free Games, each
winning combination will be multiplied by a random multiplier between X1 and X10. During the Free Games more Free Games
can be won.
Wild
The ‘Dutch Girl’ symbol is wild.
Gamble
A winning combination can be gambled. Select red / black to double, or a suit to quadruple your winnings.
How to play
If the selected game is loaded, a money-slider will be shown. Drag the slider to the amount you want to play with and click on
‘PAY IN’. In the game, choose the number of lines and bet per line and simply press ‘START’. Click on ‘AUTOPLAY’ for automatic
play mode. Play maximum lines for the best chances!
Game specification
25-Lines. Minimum bet per game: 0,05. Maximum bet per game: 25,-.
Game category index: Low

Wild Dices
Free Games
When 3, 4 or 5 ‘Bonus’ Dices appear on the screen, you win respectively 7, 15 or 25 Free Games! During the Free Games, you
can win even more Free Games!
Wild
The ‘Black China’ Dice is an expanding wild symbol that expands over the entire reel for maximum wins!
Mystery Prize
3, 4 or 5 ‘Mystery’ Dices on the screen trigger a Mystery Prize that pays up to 200 x the total bet!
How to play
If the selected game is loaded, a money-slider will be shown. Drag the slider to the amount you want to play with and click on
‘PAY IN’. In the game, choose a bet per line and simply press ‘START’. Click on ‘AUTOPLAY’ for automatic play mode.
Game specification
25-Lines. Minimum bet per game: 0,25. Maximum bet per game: 10,-.
Game category index: medium

Game Rules Goldruncasino
Wild Fruits
Free Games
When 3, 4 or 5 ‘Joker’ symbols appear on the screen, you win respectively 7, 15 or 25 Free Games! During the Free Games, you
can win even more Free Games!
Wild
The ‘Star’ symbol is an expanding wild symbol that expands over the entire reel for maximum wins!
Mystery Prize
3, 4 or 5 ‘HPG-Logo’s’ on the screen trigger a Mystery Prize that pays up to 200 x the total bet!
Gamble
A winning combination can be gambled. Select red / black to double, or a suit to quadruple your winnings.
How to play
If the selected game is loaded, a money-slider will be shown. Drag the slider to the amount you want to play with and click on
‘PAY IN’. In the game, choose the number of lines and bet per line and simply press ‘START’. Click on ‘AUTOPLAY’ for automatic
play mode. Play maximum lines for the best chances!
Game specification
25-Lines. Minimum bet per game: 0,05. Maximum bet per game: 25,-.
Game category index: medium

